list of novels warhammer 40k lexicanum - the following is a list of the novels for the warhammer 40 000 universe titles published prior to 1997 were originally published under the heretic tomes label although several have been republished as black library editions, inquisition warhammer 40k fandom powered by wikia - the inquisitorial rosette of the imperial inquisition formally called the holy orders of the emperor s inquisition is a secret organisation that exists outside the standard administrative hierarchy of the imperium of man the inquisition acts as the secret police force of the imperium hunting down any and all of the myriad threats to the stability of the god emperor s realm, demon of human origin tv tropes - the demon of human origin trope as used in popular culture this demon was once a mortal usually someone who had been sent to hell but eventually, kraken warhammer 40k lexicanum - kraken was the second major tyranid hive fleet to invade the galaxy it was responsible for the second tyrannic war occurring in 993 m41 the invasion began 250 years after the last tyrannic war and the destruction of the hive fleet behemoth an armed presence had been maintained in the galactic southeast which members of earth s administratum began to question the need for arguing that, psyker warhammer 40k fandom powered by wikia - a primaris psyker of the astra militarum a psyker is an individual of any intelligent species in the warhammer 40 000 universe who possesses some degree of psychic ability or powers psychic powers are sometimes referred to as sorcery and their users as witches in the imperium of man and among the eldar particularly when such powers are used in such a way that they show no regard for the, misc discussion post dragon quill - that was intentional intentionally bad game design is still bad game design it s worse than accidental bad game at least if it was accidental i could just pretend it was an oversight and not that they thought it was a clever piece of game design